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Chapter 1 : History Hoydens
Stacey Kayne is a new voice in western historical romance. Her debut novel MUSTANG WILD,(Wild Trilogy), was
released in March from Harlequin. BRIDE OF SHADOW CANYON (Bride Series)was released in April

Mona Feb 15, What a wonderful western. The romance of Skylar and Tucker, a couple to die for, is a
must-read. Tucker and Skylar made such a great couple. Accidentally married yes, this was funny! The story
has them rustling a heard of mustangs from Arizona to Wyoming wit This book was incredible. It has the great
elements of an authentic western setting, engaging characters, sensual romance, humor, and danger. You will
love Skylar as she is an incredible woman with a sense of honor but als Elle Feb 07, There was a lot to like in
this book. Firstly, there were twins and we get to see them be all twin-ee. Mareli Jul 05, Great story! Mostly I
love how our heroine tried to protect her brother and how our hero tried Karla Oct 23, 5 Stars! Just an
old-fashioned wonderful romance. Not a lot of steam, but very sensual and passionate, great couple chemistry!
Skylar is a strong women, determined to claim what is rightfully hers, and wants to build a future for herself,
and her younger brother Garrett. Crista Oct 22, I was hooked on this book by the end of the first chapter, and it
stayed with me literally on my person until I finished it! Jenn Jan 05, 3. Suzanne Under the Covers Book blog
Nov 14, 3. She even has the deeds to her lands, the only thing standing in her way is Tucker Morgan, her
husband. Their marriage may have been whisky fueled accident, but Tuc BlebeTanja Jan 23, "Perhaps dreams
are just that, not meant to be had. Nothing ever has the same luster in reality as it does in our minds. Jane
Stewart Nov 16, Weak 3 stars. It uses typical romance novel plot contrivances. They love each other, but she
lies to him and says she doesn? This goes on f Jewel Jul 18, I was looking through my shelves trying to find
my next read when I spotted this little book hiding behind a cup on the top shelf, this book has been on my
wish list for the longest of time, it got out of print and I finally bought it second hand last year, so I picked it
up hoping it Mei May 17, An interesting story and interesting characters! Leona Jul 29, Bored me to tears.
Jane Dec 19, Just amazing! I kept my hopes down going in. There were too many western romance I read that
started great only to fall under the tendency to include OTT because the plot was stalling. This book was
amazing! I loved all the characters, main and secondary. So much chemistry b Nefise Oct 20, Review will be
come Kathleen Oct 30, Perfectly lovely. Passionate and strong heroine. I read the whole Wild series. They
were all good, but this is my fave. SheLove2Read Nov 18, Fantastic read. One of those rare western romances
that make you cry. Sommertime Feb 23, 3. I was in the mood for a historical western and this book was just
what I needed. They then decide to travel together to Wyoming where they will get an annulment. Sedoo
Ashivor May 02, Finally done. It took me a longer time than usual to finish. Good story, nothing exceptional.
Karen Sep 01, Skylar was a tough young woman who had every reason to hate men. Raised unprotected as a
boy, her father used her skills, took her wage all with the promise of a dream which he ultimately betrayed.
Darcy in my Dreams Robison Jan 19, 3. Under the Covers Book Blog Nov 20, Skylar Daines wants one thing;
a home, some where she can raise her little brother and tame her horses. Jennifer Jan 11, 1. The situation in
which the MCs find themselves ma Nini Feb 11, I loved everything about it! Willamina Oct 08, I enjoyed the
hero but the heroine in this book was frustrating with her distrust of Tucker. Judith Sherrod Mar 14, Mustang
Wild Skylar and her brother ride into a tent city looking for the man who was to buy her horses. Instead she
finds his twin brother, Tucker, and is tricked into marrying him. Neither want to be married, but he was drunk
and she thought that he was the man her father had told Becca Jun 28, This book just went back and forth,
back and forth. I swear that was the entire book. Download at full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just
one click! Fully optimized for all platforms - no additional software required! Experience all the content you
could possibly want from comprehensive library of timeless classics and new releases. We will not sell or rent
your email address to third parties.
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Chapter 2 : Stacey Kayne: New Review ~ Mustang Wild
Mustang Wild [Stacey Kayne] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. With the deed to her land
and a kid brother to protect, mustanger Skylar Daines shouldn't have tangled with the likes of Tucker Morgan.

Someone to pick up the reins and ride alongside the likes of Maggie Osborne, Leslie LaFoy and all those other
wonderful authors who have given us so many frontier romance keepers in the past. Stacey Kayne has penned
a treasure Each character carries his or her own weight, adding depth and humor to this honestly written story.
Breathtaking western journey that is wild and vivid. Filled with danger, hope, redemption along with
passionate characters. Believable story comes alive in the very beginning and ends beautifully. Stacey Kayne
knows how to write a great and thrilling western historical read. I give this a bouquet of roses. These Daines
kids were a menace to society, and obviously hell bent on busting his head open! He waited a moment then
carefully peeked into the cabin. The strong scent of soap hung in the air as Tuck scanned the perimeter for
danger of flying kitchenware. Seeing that all was clear, he stepped inside. Some fresh biscuits or maybe a
couple flapjacks could certainly help to ease his headache. He picked up a rag from the table and dropped it on
a puddle of water beside the small water-filled washtub. This woman is trouble. The sooner he unloaded her,
the better. He turned his attention back toward the stove. You can contact a family member from there. The
woman was half naked! Standing there in nothing but one of his blue button-up shirts. Dear God--she had legs
for a mile. His eyes slowly worked back up those long, ivory limbs, then stopped on the hard piece of metal
aimed at his chest. Where the hell did she get a revolver? Her thumb slipped over the hammer and pulled it
back. Her steady hand and hard gaze told him she might know how to use the blasted thing. Now, I suggest
you wait outside until my clothes have dried. We can discuss our business arrangement then. But then, he had
been gaping at her. What the hell did she expect with what she had on? Skylar drew a deep, calming breath as
she felt the tables beginning to tip in her favor. Her weak-minded mistake suddenly began to glow with
appeal. But she knew leverage when she was married to it. The only reason your father had that deed is
because he asked for it. He gave my brother some cockamamy story about needing proof that we intended to
buy his horses and Chance trusted him enough to hold onto our deed. He had to be lying. Her father had
plainly stated he and Chance were partners. What kind of a fool did he take her for? Garret is my
responsibility. I look out for him, which means no green-eyed, gambling drunk is going to swindle us out of a
partnership. The edition published by arrangement with Harlequin Books S. For more romance information
surf to:
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Chapter 3 : Stacey Kayne (Author of Mustang Wild)
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Mustang Wild. Stacey Kayne at blog.quintoapp.com Read honest
and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Each character carries his or her own weight, adding depth and humor to this honestly written story. Hearing
the killer is after his ranch, Tucker teams up with a woman who has no trouble taking control of his
mustangs--or his desire. Thanks for inviting me over. Mustang Wild is set in the American West of How did
you become interested in this time period? An American History college course was a major catalyst in my
writing aspirations, and essentially chose my genre for me. Heading back to college, I had just bought my first
computer. While sitting in my history class, my visual brain steeped in facts and images of the American
West, my mind began its usual wandering. With a computer at my disposal, I decided to try and type out my
daydreams. Halfway through my history course, my first historical western romance novel was born. What do
you like least about this period? Anything that constrained you or that you had to plot carefully around? The
Wild, Wild, Westâ€¦.. My mind is constantly searching for ways to submerge my characters in the beauty and
grandeur of the American West. While writing my first western, Bride of Shadow Canyon, I discovered that
an adventurous setting with ever-changing untamed scenery was a driving force of my imagination. One
challenge has been to find accurate maps of the terrain during my time period, figuring distance, settlements,
and the amount of time required for travel. Many give detailed accounts of days on the trail between military
forts and the perils faced in between. What do you like to read? I love to read rich historical westerns, of
course. I have a keeper shelf full of Garwood, Lowell, Spencer, Millerâ€¦. I also enjoy contemporary romance
with some edge to itâ€”I like heroes with a sense of old-fashioned justice J. Care to share a bit about your
writing process? Are you a pantser or a plotter? Do you write multiple drafts or clean up as you go? For me, it
starts with daydreaming. A book usually emerges in my mind as a funny or high-tension sceneâ€”no telling
where that scene will end up in the book, because I do absolutely nothing in a linear fashion. At this point, I
start to mold and merge, bridging the chapters together and brushing in the scenery. I clean as I goby the time I
write the last word in the last scene no telling what chapter that will be , the book is finished. What sparked
this book? Was it a character? Mustang Wild started with the hero. Tucker Morgan appeared in my mind
lounged at a card table, good luck raining down on him in spades, and as the heroine observes, wearing a smile
that can sweet-talk the spines off a prickly cactus. As charming as he is, I really wanted him to get knocked
out with a skillet. Being a fly-by-the-seat-of-his-pants kind of guy, Tucker needed a woman who could whip
him into shape, and his mustangs too. Skylar took over from there. Did you have to do any major research for
this book? I love to plot a journey, study the different settings and landscapes and paint them into the book. I
have this crazy fetish for almanacs, geographical charts and landscape picture books. For Mustang Wild and
Bride of Shadow Canyon I created storyboards with clips of scenery, a clockwise evolution of the story
through scenery changes. This way, no matter what area of the story I was writing in, I could glance up at the
storyboard and have an instant visual for the terrain. Very usefullooks pretty on the wall too! Writing a lady
mustanger was a challengeâ€”I wanted a realistic portrayal of my heroine breaking horses. I visited a few
horse ranches in my area, spoke with trainers, watched quite a few horse training videos, and read a mountain
of books. How did that experience contribute to your selling Mustang Wild? If anything, The Golden Heart
taught me perseverance. The very day I finished my first manuscript, Bride of Shadow Canyon, I mailed it off
to the Golden Heartâ€”and to my sheer astonishment, it finaled. Two years went by before I finaled again with
my fourth manuscript, Mustang Wild. But throughout those five years I learned to set goals, to give myself
deadlines, to suck up disappointment, and above all, to keep writing. Are these related, or are you working on
two series? Mustang Wild is available now. Bride of Shadow Canyon will be out in April. Bride of Vengeance
will likely be out in early Updates for official titles and release dates will be posted to my website:
Chapter 4 : Stacey Kayne Excerpt Mustang Wild
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Stacey Kayne's debut novel, MUSTANG WILD, takes up where those talented ladies left off, and if this book is any
indication you can bet there will be more entertaining westerns coming from Ms. Kayne. I'm very impressed with her
dynamic, compelling characters set into the finely-tuned backdrop of the historical Old West.

Chapter 5 : Mustang Wild (Wild, #1) by Stacey Kayne
Stacey Kayne shows us exactly how seductive they can be in Mustang Wild where don't just have one cowboy, but a
matches set, twins Chance and Tucker Morgan. This book is all about Tucker and shows us his head long fall into love
with his wife the fiery Skylar.

Chapter 6 : Mustang Wild (Wild , book 1) by Stacey Kayne
Stacey Kayne is a new voice in western historical romance. Her debut novel MUSTANG WILD,(Wild Trilogy), was
released in March from Harlequin.

Chapter 7 : 9 books of Stacey Kayne "Maverick Wild", "Mustang Wild" and others on blog.quintoapp.com
Buy a cheap copy of Mustang Wild book by Stacey Kayne. With the deed to her land and a kid brother to protect,
mustanger Skylar Daines shouldn't have tangled with the likes of Tucker Morgan.

Chapter 8 : Stacey Kayne Book List - FictionDB
Mustang Wild by Kayne, Stacey and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at
blog.quintoapp.com

Chapter 9 : Stacey Kayne | LibraryThing
Stacey's Blog. Guest "Bride of Shadow Canyon demonstrates an excellence that shows that Stacey Kayne is a force
Mustang Wild is one for the keeper shelf.
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